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Shippers by branches

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25%

Other

Medical products+pharmazeutical

Machines

Feed+agriculture

Retail+trade

Forest products

Metal

Construction material

Paper+packaging

Chemicals

Fast moving consumer goods
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Shipper´s interest in platform innovations

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100% 120%

open access to new carriers

price-prediction for spot-loads

option to book insurance

the use of an eCMR

swift and easy billing the carriers

see carriers getting empty near my loading points

time-slot management depending from real-time visibility (expected time of

arrival)?

CO2 emission reporting

1 - highly interesting 2 - interesting 3 - not interesting
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Business 2020 versus 2019 – carriers & shippers

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

strong decline decline no significant change increase strong increase

Carriers Shippers
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Objectives driving innovation

Carrier & Shipper

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

disrupt/replace your current business model

position yourself as an innovator

develop a new business model (parallel to the existing)

extend capabilities (e.g. logistics automation)

seek new revenue streams/create value added services

improve customer satisfaction

improve efficiency, reduce cost

Carriers objectives driving innovation

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

disrupt/replace your current business model

develop a new business model (parallel to the existing)

position yourself as an innovator

seek new revenue streams/create value added services

extend capabilities (e.g. logistics automation)

improve customer satisfaction

improve efficiency, reduce cost

Shippers objectives driving innovation
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Innovation

Carrier & Shipper

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

suppliers (e.g. truck OEMs and software vendors)

investors/owners

digital first carriers (truck owners with strong digital focus)

freight/trucking platforms

digital forwarders

regulation (e.g emissions reduction targets)

competitors that digitize to reach competitive advantage

own employees

customers

Carrier innovation pressure

0 - no pressure 1 - slight pressure 2 - moderate pressure 3 - high pressure

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

digital first carriers (truck owners with strong digital focus)

digital forwarders

suppliers (e.g. truck OEMs and software vendors)

freight/trucking platforms

investors/owners

competitors that digitize to reach competitive advantage

own employees

regulation (e.g emissions reduction targets)

customers

Shippers pressure to innovate

0 - no pressure 1 - slight pressure 2 - moderate pressure 3 - high pressure
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Carrier ability to calculate Co2

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

No, we are currently not able to calculate our CO2 emissions

Yes, and we are able to disclose customer specific emission

breakdowns

Yes, but only for our company as a whole
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Co2

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Yes, but only for the freight-

transports performed with our

own vehicles (Scope 1)

Yes, the emissions from

freight-transport performed

with our own vehicles (Scope

1) as well as from our

subcontracted freight-

transports (Scope 3)

No, we are currently not

calculating our freight-

transport related CO2

emissions

Shipper CO2 calculation by size

<1€ Billion

>1€ Billion

0% 20% 40% 60% 80%

Yes, and we are able to

disclose customer

specific emission

breakdowns

Yes, but only for our

company as a whole

No, we are currently not

able to calculate our

CO2 emissions

Carrier CO2 calculation by size

Small

Medium

Large
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Requests

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

0 - 10 % 11 - 20 % 21 - 30 % 31 - 40 % 41 - 50 % 51 - 60 % 61 - 70 % 71 - 80 % 81 - 90 % 91 - 100

%

Share of carrier-customers requesting CO2 information 

(carrier view)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Fleet/Truck type information

tonne-km

Fuel consumption

Absolute values: Kg CO2

Intensity values: g CO2/tonne-km

We are currently not requesting any data

direcly from our carriers but make use of

modelled/default values

Shippers request to carriers 
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Decarbonization initiatives by shipper size

8%

8%

13%

13%

58%

0%

4%

16%

26%

54%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

We incentivise carriers to improve their fuel efficiency and cut their

emissions by paying a premium on the freight price

We incentivise carriers to improve their fuel efficiency and cut their

emissions by offering extended freight contracts

We set minimum fuel efficiency and emission reduction requirements

in our road freight tenders

We work together with subcontractors on emission reduction pilot

projects

We are not actively engaging with our subcontracted carriers the

reduction of CO2 emissions

>1€ Billion

<1€ Billion
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Shipper CO2 targeting

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40% 45% 50%

No, we have not yet CO2 reduction targets or a decarbonization strategy in

place

Yes, we have set a decarbonization target but we have no decarbonization

strategy in place

Yes, we have developed a decarbonization strategy but we have not set

CO2 reduction targets yet

Yes, we have set CO2 reduction targets but we are currently developing a

decarbonization strategy

Yes, we have set CO2 reduction targets and have a decarbonization

strategy in place
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Sustainability

0,00%

5,00%

10,00%

15,00%

20,00%

25,00%

30,00%

35,00%

40,00%

45,00%

50,00%

1- not at all 2- to a small extent 3 - to medium-sized

extent

4 - to a large extent 5 - to a very large extent

Sustainability as business opportunity by carrier size

Large

Medium

Small
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Carrier´s stimuli to cut carbon emissions

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70%

Support from Green Freight Programs and NGOs through advice and…

Online platforms providing more support with measurement and reduction…

Information from others carriers about their experience with fuel reduction…

Truck manufacturers providing more advice and support

Collaboration with customers and other stakeholders on pilot projects to…

Customers offering longer freight contracts to lower carbon carriers

Governments offering subsidies for emission reduction devices

Governments offering tax incentives for low-emission vehicles

Customers prepared to pay a premium for lower carbon transport
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